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SMART Manifest is a system that every shipping company needs. It makes cargo and customs manifest creation as easy as 123. Bill of Ladings data and cargo data is managed and verified before manifest is generated. Freight charges are automatically calculated based on pre-defined tariffs that you can manage and update periodically. Invoices to Import/Export clients are generated and settlement is recorded.

SMART Manifest offers you:

* Compile your own list of master data to reuse it (Clients, Vessel Types, Commodities … etc).
* Configure tariffs per ports, per ranges, per commodities, per clients … etc.
* Add or further upload your manifest data file.
* Add details for Bill of Ladings for each manifest.
* Generate Bill of Lading forms and Manifest report.
* Invoice clients and record their payments.

On-site or Online?!
ITQAN helps you deploy the Smart Solution on-site on your servers, or host it online on ITQAN’s cloud to get the benefits of your solution with reduced initial investment.

Move Smartly to the future